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SUPER TUNE ..UPS, $10, you buy parts. Bob 26S·

4054, 265-3225.

03/20
HANG GLIDER: SEAGULL SEA.HAWK, good

SPECIAL
COLLEOTIONSN

.

COildi~Jon, ijXc;cJient intermediate kite, 268-1522.

03/20
SKJS.:.K-2 !SO's, bindings, poles. Boots--Formula 1~
size 7 0, ftems brand new. Call 247-0497 9 am to 5
pm; 243-0730 after·6 pm.
03/21

Classlfleds

Monday, March 20,1978

EMPLOYMENT

EXPERIENCED WAITRESS WANTED. Good
wages, medium tips, nights and weekends. See Frank
at Roy's Place, 5914 Central, 266-7807. Must be 21.

03/13
TOPLESS DANCERS AND projectionists needed.
Flexible hours, Apply Kiva Theater 1202Central SW, ·

242-2463.

PERSONALS

CONTACfS??1

stamps or $1.25 plus name aRd address label or
som(jthing similar to CV, Box 41771, Chicago, 60641.

POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.

Casey Optical Company. 255-8736
ACCURATE

tfn

JNFORMATION ABOUT con-

traception, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose,
294-0171.
04/28
DO YOU SMELL a rat? Call the LOBO News Tip
Hotline, 277-l6l6.
03/10
WHY PAY S3.2S for a movie ticket when you could
pay $2,50? General Cinema Corp. discount tickets
a"Vailable soon.
03/10
HELD OVER!! "ACTS of Passion" will run again
March 9 & toll This is your last chance to see 6
provocative one-acts in UNM's EX:perimental
Theatre. Tickets at the Fine Arts Box Orfice, 03/10

03/20
TYPING 1ST QUALITY, 883-7787,
tfn
FOR SALE BY 23rd Street Runs Into HeaveR Books.
K. Pathcen ' 4See You In The Morning" 18:50. J.
Levy HSurrealism" 65. Man Ray "Alphabet For
Adults" 275. H. Miller "Book Of Friends" 32.50.
Fine editions located for thC collector. 843-6396 after
noon Monday-Friday; all day Saturday.
03/10

GREATTYPINGI266-39l3.

03131

4. HOUSING
1'\partment. Twin or double beds, $185. Varsity
House, 141 ColumbiaSE.
. 03/10

Hour ..• cvery Friday from 5:30 to 7:30.
03/10
GUITAR LESSONS. FOLK, Classical, rock & jazz.
E:<perienced teacher. Call Marc, 247-8158.
tfn
PlANO AND RECORDER lessons by experienced
tfn
teacher. Call Linda, 247-8158.
YES! THE POSH BAGEL won its fight with the
Parks & Recreation Dept. We can have a coed softball team. Please come to the Posh today to register.
lf you want to play softball this year with the Posl1
Bagel Soflball Team you MUST register today!
Please, please stop In today--don't delay. City
registration fee $15 per person. See Ed at the Posh,
2216 Central.
03/10

2.

LOST & FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.

277-5?07.
ss
FOUND ABSOLUTELY ADORABLE black puppy.
Since noone has claimed her she must find a new
home soon. Call266-0252.
. 03/10
FOUND IN UNIVERSITY area about mid-February.
Large, male puppy. So big he may have SL. Bernard in
him. Shaggy brown, wiih black face. Please claim

03/10
WARM FIREPLACE, LOVELY 3 bedroom, fenced
yard. Patio, kids, $175.262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30

fee.
03/10
BIKE TO SCHOOL. Four cozy rooms, fenced for
kids and pets. $100. 262-1751. Valley Rentals, $30
~

WIO

TWO FEMALES WANTED to share nice, 3
bedroom house. Non-smoking. Close to UNM.

ASAP 268-0183 after 5.

Ol/10
ROOMY 1 BR, furnished, utilities paid, SIBS. 116
Harvard SE, 898-1254.
03/21
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Share spacious
2-bdrm. 2-blocks from UNM. 266-4160, or256-3902,

03/22
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Tired of cooking and
cleaning? Need a place to live for spring term? Come
to tile College Inn, 303 Ash NE, 243·2881.
03/10

5.

FORSALE

excellent condition, $600. Call266-8142.

03/22

FOUND: SET OF KEYS on UNM Bookstore sleps-·
south entrar~cc. Check in tlleir office.
03/20

3.

SERVICES

QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system, Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholaslic. Charts & tables. 345-2125,
04/29

2ll-6830 9am-6pm,

CHEAP WATERBEDSI WATER Irips 589.95 buys
you 1) dark walnut stained frame, 2) safety liner, 3)
foam comfort pad, 4) any size mattress with 3-year
guarantee; S89.9S. 3407 Central NE, 255·2289. 04/04
ADDRESS AND STUFF envelopes at home. S800
per month possible, Offer--details, send name to:
Triple ~<S". 699-E9 Highway 138, Pinon Hills, CA

92372.

Hallen's, 843~9378.

$10 Allergan Kit $3.50
c .. lllur t..... llfllt ... "fl hard
"oft. nr

MPG's. 243-0888.

bulletins, leases, appraisals, legal, medical. Call266-

Needs work. Best offer. Cal1247-190l after 5:00.

03/22
FOR SALE 2 TICKETS lo the LOBO game in

TYPIST.

IBM

Guaranteed accuracy. Reasonable rates. 298-7147.

03/10
EDliORIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance,

'

03/27

PLEASE NOTE ADDRESS Box no. correction and
put PYRAMID POWER to work for you with a
PyraiTlid Power Hat. No one knows why 'pyramid
power works, but it does. Improve learning ability,
learn to relax and energize yourself. lnstruc·
tion/stJggestions included. Send 99c plus two 13c

Tempe. Caii2S.S-4982 between l 1 & 2.

NIKORMAT FTN,

lOmm

n.4

-

present

255-8 736'

.
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Arab Student
Club
Dinner
(middle east food)

Cultural Show
Dance

March 11,1978
in the

03/IO

lens, $169,95.

255·1691:

Subway Station
6-12 pm
admission $2.00

TO DAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

45 Throws off
the tracks
1. Result of a
47 lndy-500
KO punch
participants
5 Not hidden • 48 Boding evil
1 o Follows for
49 Macaroni
payment
dough
14 "Not on50 Trombone
---'"
part
16 Eyelashes
53 Japanese
16 Gr. goddess
coin
of war
54 Push
17 Strike
58 Astronauts'
violently
milieu: 2
18 Amateur
words
film efforts:
61 American
2words
Indian
20 Church
62 ----in the
council
wood
22 Moon vehi63 Speed comcle, for short
petitions
23 Saying
64 Elysium
24 No.Amer.
65 French
snake
father
26 Encountered 66 Ur.able to
by chance
move
27 "----- -67 Wrest
ease": Army
order
DOWN
30 Elaborate
presenta1 Vehicles
lion
2 Comply
34 Slow down
3 Signify
35 Arizona city
4 Legal man
36 Garland
SAlas!
37 Orderly
6 Shrinking
38 Defraud
------:Shy
40 Hole in the,
person
ground
\
7 "·---- Gan41 WW-11 initry"
tials
80xhlde
42 Most imporstrap
tan!
9 Scottish cap
43 Beetle

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Thursday's Puzzle Solved:

''

By DOLORES WOOD
LOBO Staff Writer
Shopkeepers in Coronado Center
pay approximately $200,000 more
in taxes than shopkeepers in
Win.rock Center, even though
Wtiirock is nine acres larger than
Coronado.
The difference is thatWinrock is
owned by UNM - a· tax-exempt
entity and therefore Winrock
Enterprizes must pay taxes only on
improvements (the buildings) on
the land.
The land on which Coronado
Center is located is owned mostly
by the Dale Bellamah Corp. and by
Ernest W. Hahn and is rented to
individual shopkeepers. Some of
the larger department stores such as
the Broadway and Sears own the
land they occupy. The shopkeepers
renting land pay improvement taxes
individually.
Winrock sits on about 93 acres
(excluding the medical center), •
while Coronado occupies aobut 84
acres. For 1977, C,oronado paid
about $611,000 in taxes, but
Winrock paid about $401,000.
The tax status of land owned by a
tax-exempt entity like UNM and
being rented to a nonexempt entity,
private business, had been uncertain until at least 197 6. During
that year an amendment to state
law specified that taxes on taxexempt land rented by nonexempt
entities were to be paid only on
improvements.
Prior to the amendment, taxes
were already being charged on the
improvements. But the law
exempting lessees of land owned by
a tax-exempt entity from land taxes
was unclear. The law could have
been construed to mean the lessees
did not have to pay any taxes at all,
including those on improvements.
Taxation on the improvements had
not been challenged in court, but
state official feared that if
challenged, the tax would be ruled
invalid.
On the other side, private attorney Hugh Muir argued in· the
January 1973 New Mexico Law
Review that the vagueness in the

Jaw could have been interpreted to
mean .that nonexempt entities on
exempt land should pay not only
improvement taxes but also land
taxes.
He said that because the exempt
land was being used for a
nonexempt purpose, the lessee
should be required to pay the same
taxes those who rent from any
private firm.
In an interview Muir said UNM is
competing with private industry by
renting land with a tax advantage
for a nonexempt purpose.
Rep. T. E. Brown, !;>-Chaves,
sponsored the J976 amendment
making the tax on improvements
Jaw,
"In the original law, a lease-hold
interest (holding a lease to some
property) was not taxable," Brown
said. "The purpose of the bill
(amendment) was to make clear
what was and wasn't taxable when
the title to the property was not
taxable."
He admitted, however, that even
(cont. op page 81.
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Winrock Shopping Center. Shopkeepers on this UNM-owned land pay about $200,000 less than
shopkeepers at Coronad_o Center. The mason • • Winrock sits on tax-exempt land.
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10 Dedicate
11 Military
squad
12 Russian

40 Arrogant
4 2 Track star
44 Stone:
Suffix
~·nayu
46 ·-----camp
13 Mediocre
47 Ray Bolger,
19 Greek letter
for one
21 Pops
49-W.Can.
25 Sound of
river
derision
50 No ----: Not
possible:
26 The--··---:
Slang
Golf event
27 Overfed
51 Small sled
28 Banal
52 Where
29 Warmth of
Caesar rode
desire
53 lime period
30 Legume
55 Presage
31 Winged
56 Boy's name
32 Noway
57 Scepter
33 Layers
59 Hindu title
35 Chess
60 Approx.
pieces
cost
39 Pronoun

Committee

A UNM professor's office
was broken into over spring
broak and dBComtsd· with a
gold pot, a shsmprock, the Blarney Stone and a gf'fHin throne.
The
decorations
wore
discovered on Friday, St.
Patrick's day in Prof. Robert
Lawronco's office. '

ldlenes

II

cropic:
(fjild GJJevelopment in c.Amerlca /!f> in tfLe c.Kibbutz
'

1lf lfruH!!JJ Ud@ii~Jw M~~«dm \Iii>~ lilm 11 1g(@> (@>,m
~lll!!J li !i@illll h~~((n'fffi)
$2.50 GE'NERAL PUBLIC/$1.25 STUDENTS

Tickets On Sale Now at the Popejoy & SUB Box Offices
& all Ticket master Locations
\,.

esets D· Home
Blamed for Fall Riot
By BILL ROBERTSON

BETtiL

•

l
Professor's
Office Hit
Over Break

~ ASUNM Speakers

y

tl'1.

lo·n~o-.

Lomas at W asltington

Nikormat FT2, 50mm f2 lens, Sl89.95. Nikor PC
35mm f2.8 lens, $174.95, 105mm f2.5 lens, $134.95.
l35mm f.28 lens, $1-39.95. Moior drive for F2 S47S.
Nikonos, $149.95. Trades accepted. Wilson Camera,
3107 Central NE.
03/10
164 CHE.VY BELAIR, 4--door
body,
motor
good
1
condition, good mileage, new tires, needs brakes.
S250 or best offt:r. Ca11277-4488.
03/20

C£xperiment
m ']ew'i~h <=Learning

•nil

rnn/ drwr II! I 11\l'lt flt•t<J!l ()ru;.: I

03/20

SINGER FUTURA TOP of the line. Slightly used but
Slill under warranty. Has push button bobbin winder,
blindhcms, does computerized buttonholing. Also
has hundreds of fancy stitches. Regularly $800, now

~~·1111

Casey Optical Co.

BUY THEM NOW, white T-shirts only, 2 for 1.75 at
California Fashion Oullct, 2318 Central SE, across
from campus. 266·6872.
03/10

WATERBED: MATTRESS, FRAME, pedestal,
liner, $125. 268-8536, 881-3874.
03/14
1972 SUPERBEETLE, SUNROOF, AM/FM S-

Lnr'l~

SPECIAL

tfn

4770.
PROFESSIONAL

03/10
Selecoric.

03/20

YES! THE POSH BAGEL won its fight with the
Parks & Recrealion Dept. We can have a coed sof·
tballteam. Please come to the Posh today to register.
If you want to play softball this year With the Pash
Bagel Softball Team you MUST register today!
Please, please stop in toda)'.. ·don't delay. City
registration fee SlS per person. See Ed at the Posll,
2216 Central.
03/10

03/13

TYPING EXPERIENCED. MANUSCRIPTS,

now 3-minute Passport Photos. No appointment.
268·8515".
tfn

03/24

MISCELLANEOUS

8.

BICYCLES: NEW SHIPMENT of ISO Bertin
bicycles. Pre-season sale prices, $189 and up. R.C.

$150 cash. 294-8755.
03/20
HARMONY 5-STRING BANJ0.$60. 268·2019after
l pm.
03/10
FLUTE. ARTLEY. $150.247-3583,268-4810, 03/10
1969 VOLKSWAGON SQUAREBACK automatic.

KlNKCVS TYPING SERVICE (IBM seleclrlc) and

See ad under
03/20

7 • TRAVEL

track, bike and ski racks. Excellent condition, great

LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES, Prepare Now,
Call PENM 842-5200.
tfn
EXPERT TYPING. 266-4567.
03/31

265-1164.

possible. Any age or location.
Miscellaneous. Triple .. 5'',

v\.Jl"'ll\.v 1

(home),

'

UNM

available! Eurailpasses, travel information at JTC,

allowed, no lease. 262·1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.

PIMENTEL GRAND CONCERT. Made 1972,

SET OF KEYS in Room 104 Marron Ha:tl.
ldcntiry and claim in Room lO.S Marron Hall. 03/22
LOST: H1 MONTH WHITE puppy, 317178, near
Princeton and Silver SE. No collar. Please call Dennis
Jackson, 277·3136.
03/2D

Ju5l cast ol Cenrol & Girard, nt>11

TWO WOMEN SEEK third to share house near
BCMC. Call266-0310.
03/08 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - CHARTER FLIGHTS
NE, 2 BEDROOM, $125, large yard, kids, pets INTERNATIONAL

him. Weekdays, 842-2380, (Mrs. Black), or 299-9452
FOUND~

March 13· MONDAY
11• 8:00pm
PLACE: 3011 MonteVista NE

DATE:
TIME:

ADDRESS ENVELOPES AT home. SBOO per month

loveyoiJl Love, Willy.

LIVE JAZZ AT NED'S through the Happy

OPENINGS FOR' FULL-TIME work in 8. production
craft-shop near UNM for persons adept in nonrcpresentatlonar design, and able to use woodworking
tools. Send resume with your design or craft
background to PO Box4974, Albuquerque87106.

BOSE"'"

WOMEN, MEN START your summer job during
spring break. Start your own busineSs downtown.
Stalls Sl/hour. You name the business and tile hours.
Call 242-6166, 298·6046. Downtown Bazaar Fourth
and Central.
03/JO

ROTOTILLING BY APPOINTMENT. Group rates
available. Call Tim, 268-6510.
04/28

ONE BLOCK UNM, deluxe one bedroom furnished

HEY TOOTS. YOUR house is burningdown •.• but ya
know you'll have a Happy 20th. Love, Jeff.
03/10

PART-TIME JOBS BARTENDERS and waitresses
for catering dinners and receptions, On call basis.
Experience preferred but not required, Apply in
, person Thursday and Friday between 1:30 & 3:30pm
with the New Mexico Union Food Service in tile
Student Union Building.
03/10

Come blow your mind and exercise your
eardrtims with a 20-minute multimedia
presentation that could change the
entire way you think about stereo.
A question and answer period led by
a qualified stereo specialist follows
the presentation.

03/21

DEADEYE! HAPPY BIRTHDAY Babel I really
03/10

03/10

--iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiDiii•

,. in rock Profits From UN

Free Showing!
Speakers & Spaces

COUPLES SUMMER WORK, Gallup KOA
Kampground, Housing plus salary, 863-5021. 03/14
SELF-MOTIVATED PEOPLE to sell display advertising for N.M. Dai~ lOBO. Must have car ..
Come by Marron Hall, Room 133,
tfn

.- -

R~~!0?1 J;ax-Free Land

03/14

OVERSEAS JOBS··SUmmcr/year·round. Europe, S.
America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields, $500-$'1200
monthly, expenses paid, sight seeing. Free information. Write; BHP Co., Box 4490, Dept. N3,
Berkeley; Ca, 94704.
03/10
PART-TIME JOB GRADUATE students· only.
Afternoons and evenings. Must be able to work
Friday and saturday nights. Must be 21 yrs, old •
Apply in person 1 no phone calls please. Save-Way
Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, .SS16 Menaul NE.
Ol/10

Classified Advertising Is located in
~arr.on Hall, Rm. 105. Open 8:30 a.r:o.
to 4:30p.m., Monday through Friday.,
Rates are: to run an ad 4 days or lees
.costs 15C 8 woi'd per. day; an ad pl~ced
5 days or more consecutively costs·9c
:a )Nord per day.
·
NOON-Is the deadline to place an ad
lnnexfday

1.

-=fifRMIS . . .

PART-TIME JOB; Sales, flexible hours; good pay.
PosSible fuU~time for summer. Call; Phil Franczyk,

.c.L.U., 883-5360.

Amnesty International will
meet Tuesday at 7t30 p.m. ih
the Honors Center. Anyone interested is welcome to attend.

DAILY--

BICYCLES!! OIJR AZUKJ bicycles are here.
Regular retail, $l.S9.9S. Now $129,95! ZS yr. fmme
warranty. Cotterless Crank. The Bike Shop, 811 Yale
SE. (Next to Quarters Lounge) 842·9100.
03/21

6.

· ew Mexico

A resident of the Bema/il/o County Detention Center lies on his bunk. Officials say their inability to
keep the children "f?,usy" Is the most prosSing problem at the center,

LOBO Staff Writer
The most pressing problem at the Bernalillo County Detention Center,
scene of a riot last October, is keeping the occupants.busy, says D-Home
Director Steve Sims.
Inactivity is blamed for the "disturbance" which occurr.ed on Octobe~ ~5,
1977 in the girls' wing of the detention center. Accordmg to an official
report, a fight involving two of the girls in the home t~at night quickly
mushroomed into a disturbance which could not be contamed by the three
staff members on duty. They summoned the Albuquerque Police, who
arrived in four separate cars. The officers, who arrived to see the girls
ramming their cell doors with bed frames, took action. They sprayed mace
into the cubicles where the girls were holed up, then took the subdued
females to the police station downtown. When the cell doors were repaired
the next day, the girls were returned to the D-Home.
The problem then, which has been aggravated lately by construct.ion .at the
home is an in"ability of the authorities to keep the children, rangmg m age
up to 'n, busy. Available activities include watching television, playing pool
or ping-pong, cleaning the facilities or working in the 8't~ and crafts \oom.
Very little, if any, outside or phy~ical activity is ava,; .. t•le to th~ ch1I~re n
becasue of "security risks." lnterraction between the sexes IS stnct 1 Y
regulated and a daily regimen of duties is religiously adhered to.
Children arrive at the D-Home after being charged with a crime, or under
other circumstances such as running away from home. Most are "status
offenders " or those who have been charged with non-delinquent offense.s.
These indlude running away from home or being called incorrigible, or
anything that, if an adult were charged with it, would not be comidered ,
tcont. Ofl page 31
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Bergland Rips Effort
Of Parity Supporters
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WASHINGTON (UP!)
Agriculture Secretary Bob Bergland
said Sunday he feared "a disaster"
could result from efforts in
Congress to bolster farm prices by
providing payments to farmers who
idle large amounts of cropland.
Bergland, criticized by thousands
of striking farmers who have
protested in,Washington for weeks,
also said he believes most of the
nation's farmers consider the
administration's policies to be
"prudent and sound - and effective, I might' say.''

But he warned that if farmers are
given opportunities to. earn still
higher prices if they set aside large
amounts of acreage, and if wheat
and corn yeilds are as low as they
were in 1974, "the reserves we have
on hand now will be consumed in a
matter of weeks. We think this
would be a disaster."
The Senate Tuesday is scheduled
to consider bills by Sen. Herman
Talmadge, D-Ga.; and Sen. Robert
Dole, R-Kan., to senCI prices closer
to full parity by providing federal
aid to farmers who set aside large
amounts of cropland.

New Mexico
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20% On Your Next Haircut
With This Ad
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Good Through April 1978
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crime. Those held in the past have been charged with everything from
running away from home to murder.
These children are usually housed in the D-Home until their parents come
to claim them, or the courts, in a delinquency hearing, decid.e their fate. The
average length of stay is two and a half days, but some kids have stayed for
as long as three months. The average mnumber of children held at any one
time is about 25.
,
Some time after the October disturbance, a "citizen's investigating
commit lee" was appointed by the County Commission, the agency which
runs the D-Home, to look into conditions at the home. Their findings,
submitted to Juan Vigil, County Manager, in January of 1978, constituted a
110-page report.
In their investigation of the D-Home, the committee found widespread
violations of fire, building and correctional codes, as well as evidence of
staff-management disunity and counseling problems. Other deficiencies
included dirty food storage areas, dirty cupboards, ants and bugs in the
kitchen, lack of running water in some of the holding rooms, dirty toilets,
sinks and bathing facilities and dirty linens.
One policy of the D-Home, which has since been changed, was to detain
new arrivals for their first 24 hours, to determine "how they react to
detention." The committee also discovered that suicide attempts at the DHome were a recurring threat. Between October 11-25, the report states,
there were four such gestures, either by cutting wrists or swallowing
medicine.
The purpose of the D-Home, as stated in the· New Mexico €hildren's
Code, is "a place where children may be detained under the Children's Code
pending a court hearing and does not include facilities for care and
rehabilitation of adjudicated delinquent children." In their report, the
committee stated, " ... it appears that the basic counseling program is aimed
at helping residents adjust to the punitive 'jail-like' atmosphere at the
home." In addition, the committee found that staff hired as group workers
are basically jailers, and many of these are "grossly undertrained.''
A 16-year-old male who was being held at the D-Home for auto theft
commented on the home's disciplinary policies: "There are two kinds of
punishment here: being taken off privileges or being put solitary (an 8-by12 room). Either one can happen any time the staff wants it- no questions
asked."

A
Palestine
Liberation
Organization communique said· l44
guerrillas and Lebanese Leftist
militia men had been "killed, .
wounded pr lost" in the five days of
warfare. It also said the guerrillas
had lost 50 vehicles and a number
of their rocket bases had been
damaged.

"Syrian planes are flying over
their own airspace· and that of
Northeast Lebanon," said one
diplomat in Beirut. "The Israelis
are flying over the south. They're
practically bumping into each otl)er
up there.
"What happens if they get into a
fight and someone gets 'shot
down?" he asked.
Israeli authorites said 15 of their
Syrian troops make up most of
soldiers had died in the fighting.
the 30,000-man Arab league
The Israeli forces were also
peacekeeping force sent into
reported to be only 3 to 5 miles
Lebanon to quell the 1975-1976
outside
the ancient port city of
civil war, but so,. far they have
Tyre,
just
south of the Litani and
stayed just north of the Litani
13 miles north of the IsraeliRiver.
.
The invading Israeli forces were Lebanese border.
"It has now become very clear
last reported less than a. mile south
that
the aim of the Israeli inyasion
of the Litani, which would give
them near total control of the is to take all Lebanese territory
south of the Litani River - insouthern lO percent of Lebanon traditionally a staging base for cluding Tyre," a PLO official said
in Beirut.
Palestinian guerrillas.

For Arms Sales Plan

In

Ethiopia Blasts U.S.
NAIROBI, Kenya (UP!) -Ethiopia sharply attacked the U~ited Stat~s
Sunday for its decision to consider selling weapons to Somaha and said
Ethiopian troops had recaptured the last important town in the Ogaden
Desert war.
•
.
A special emissary from President Carter, Assistant. ~ecretary o~ Sta~e
Richard Moose, held talks with S_omali foreign IIJI?tstry offictals m
Mogadishu Sunday on the arms question and related topics.
.
Ethiopia's official radio said Washington was now "~aneuve~mg wo~Id
public opinion to pave t~e way for ~rmJng ~?e Mogadishu regime which
continues to pursue a pohcy of expansionism: .
..
.
. .
"America's decision to proceed with prov1dmg m1htary m~ to Samaha IS
tantamount to not only endorsing Somalia's war of aggres~ton}ut also.a
naked attempt to keep factionalism alive on the Horn of Afnca. the radto
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Residents of Bernalillo County Detsntion Center participating in one of the activities ~ffemd at the
facility.

~ ~ 6-year-old girl at the D-Home, arrested for assault and battery and
~e~Istmg ~~rest,

told why, on that particular day, her face appeared red and
Irrttated. When I was arrested," she said, "the cops maced me and didn't
let me wash the stuff off later. I had to sleep like this last nig_ht.''
About the D-Ho~e, she said, "It's a real drag here. There's nothing to
do. Hell, ev~n la~ghmg out loud around here will get you in trouble."
ConstructiOn IS currently underway for· a new detention facility on the
spot ~here ~he ~ld b~ilding is now being used. The first phase of con~~ruc!Ion, ~aid Stms, IS due to be completed in September of this year.
Were. trymg to forget hte old D-Home," Sims said, "the place everyone
would hke to forget because it's so depressing. If we can only make it until
September."

------------------------------------------.
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25coff
with any sandwich $1.59 or more

''

expires March 27, 1978
We now serve sandwiches on Rye and whole wheat bread

Valid lOam·closing

Homemade food
is our bag.

with coupon

It's New- It's Different - It's Delicious

Pizza Bella
only 65c each
A Fatso Sensation

FREE dinner salad with each order
Coupon good anytime
Expires 3-26-78

must concentrate on electing a
W ASH1NGTON (UP!)
strong
base of congressmen,
Former Texas Gov. John Connally,
conceding an underdog status, said governors and state legislators.
Sunday he will decide whether to
seek the presidency in 1980 soon
after this fall's elections.
Connally, a Democrat-turnedRepublican who once served as
NEW YORK (UP!) - Israeli
Richard Nixon's treasury secretary
Prime Minister Menachem Begin
and adviser from 1971 to 1973 said
arrived in the United States Sunhe would help any GOP candidate
day, saying he will tell President
who asked for assistance in this
Carter the Jewish State is strongly
year's elections, and would refuse opposed to letting Palestinian
to make the Panama Canal treaty
Guerrillas return to Southern
vote a test for his supporL
"I just think it's wrong to try to Lebanon.
Begin, who was scheduled to
categorize individuals on the basis meet with Carter in Washington
of one vote," said Connally. -"And Monday, said Israel "exercised its
I certainly would not make the inherent right of self-defense'' in
Panama Canal a litmus test for any capturing Palestinian bases in
reason.''
South Lebanon.
Connally said he would have
Asked for his reaction to Sunvoted against the treaties had he day's U.N. Security Council vote
been in the Senate. He said the calling for Israel's withdrawal from
overwhelming sentiment against the Lebanon and the dispatch of
treaties throughout the country peacekeeping troops to the war
would have moved him to vote
zone, Begin said.
0 nO."
"'fo us the main issue is how to
Asked about his plans regarding prevent those
'
'
bands Which
were
the 1980 presidential election, driven out of Southern Lebanon
Connally said, "I frankly don't
from coming back to those bases so
want to approach a decision time they can't attack Israel and her
yet." He said the Republican Party
citizens."

Begin Arrives
To State Views
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OFFER
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WITHTHISCOUPON

$119

Redeem at 1830 Lomas
March 27 1978
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Dairy Queen* braziec
has it all
Food and Dessert
I

2 PCS. GOLDEN FRIED CHICKEN
POTATO SALAD OR COLESLAW OR FRENCH
FRIES. BEVERAGE REG. $1.44 VALUE

Regular Size
SUNDAES
for the price of one
With this coupon
Valid only at 2300 Central or 12th & 1-40

USE OUR CONVENIENT
DRIVE UP WINDOW
AT 1830LOMASATYALE.
OTHER LOCATIONS:
5431 Central NW
10015 CENTRAL NE
MONTGOMERY &
JUANTABO
HOURS:
11:00 AM TO 10:00 PM
SUN. THRU THURS.
11:00 AM TO 11-00 PM
FRI. & SAT.
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Conally Voices Intentions
As Presidential Hopeful·

A $4.90 Value
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Ogaden.
d h ·
f1
The Ethiopian communique said troops also capture t .e toWn 0 mey
on the southern front and there were now only a fe~ ri?mor pockets of
resistance, apparently by Somali Guerrillas, left to be ehmmate?·
.
Moose arrived in Mogadishu Saturday to explore Amenca~ md to
Somalia and was expected to meet President Siad Barre before flymg back
to Washington Tuesday.
,
.
The top Somali priority was new weapons. Dunng the war 1t los! _the
bulk of its 250-strong tank force, most of its air force and huge quan!ltites
of other weapons.
.
.
· Some news reports said as many as one thtrd -of the enure 25,000-man
Somali army was also killed, wounded or captured.

(with coupons)

w

~----------------

said.
· ·
· was consu Iting with
washington has acknowledged the admm1strauon
'Congress on providing Somalia. with "d~(~QSlV!! w~<~pons'~;. ~fter
Mogadishu's deicison to withdraw from the Ogaden and end the eight'd
t
month war.
.
on the battlefield the latest Ethiopian commUique sa1 governmen
forces late last week ;ecaptured the town of God~, the last impor~ant town
held by the Somalis, who have now completed their hasty evacuallon of the

I; •,

"'
~

lcont, from page 11

War Escalation Feared
BEIRUT, Lebanon (UP!)- The
overpowering ls!lreli juggernaut
that has won effective control of
about lO percent of Lebanon fueled
fears Sunday 'that Syrian troops
may become involved in the fiveday war.
The U.N. Security Council voted
Sunday to send peacekeeping
troops into South Lebanon and
demanded that Isareli troops withdraw. But there was no immediate
indication the Israelis planned to
abandon tlieir hard-wo~ positions.

TheD-Home

•••

World News
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THE GREAT BUYS KEEP ON COMIN'
Editorial

CUST~M HI·FI PRESENTS
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Shameful·lnci·dent
"The University of New Mexico has had some great moments in its
athletic history. This is not oneofthem."
Those were the words of Cal State-Fullerton Athletic Director.Neale
R. Stoner last week. His words did not follow Cal State's stunning
upset over the fourth-ranked Lobos. They followed one of the most
shameful incidents in UNM history in which UNM and 'some local
sportscasters acted like spoiled brats.
.
A FEW DAYS AFTER THE LOBO LO$S in Tempe, rumors began to
fly that Fullerton guard Mike Linden was ineligible for NCAA play
because he had allegedly played in a pro league in New York a few
years ago. UNM Athletic Director Lavon McDonald decided that since
he had heard the rumors from a number of sources he would report
them to Western Athletic Conference Commissioner Stan Bates. Bates
subsequently reported them to the NACC who checked it out and
found out that the whole thing was a farce.
UNM is still wiping the egg off its face.
First of all, we have to question where McDonald heard the rumors
from. Probably from angry Lobo supporters. Are these the best source
of information? Hardly.
NEXT WE HAVE TO WONDER ABOUT some of the wonderful local
sportscasters. KOA T's Jim Boggio, after hearing the rumors, reported
that the Lobos "might not be out of the playoffs." This was a bunch of
crap. To his credit, UNM Sports Information Director John Gonzales
was on the phone to local sportscasters and sports writers telling them
that even if· Linden was ruled ineligible, the Lobos probably would not
be back in the tourney. The NCAA ususally takes action after-the-fact
against an individual and not the team. Boggio could have checked
around and reported this, but in.stead he chose to devote half the sports
program that night to his personal feelings on Lobomania.
Henry Tafoya of KOB was least credible enough to report that the
Lobes still wouldn't be in the tournament, but decided to appoint
himself to the NCAA investigatory board.
WHAT WAS ALL THE HULABALLOO ABOUT? The Lobos were
beaten by a good basketabll team. They had been through the most
successful season in Lobo history and all of New Mexico was proud of
them.
.
Okay, so they lost to an unranked team and were as disappointed as
the fans who had been looking for a berth in the Fianl Four. But is that
any reason to start crying about a supposedly ineligible player and
rasing the hopes of fans across the state? Is that any reason for
McDonald, and the sportscasters to act like spoiled brats who got
kicked out of school? We think not.
The Lob )S had an excellent seasrm. This shameful incident did
nothing but take the glow off that season.

Who Started It
The howling in the Middle East about the Israeli barbarians has still
not died down, but lest any more join the seranade, we'd like to make a
few points.
First of all, the Israelis did not start the most recent ruckus. The
Palestinian Liberation Organization did.
The PLO, worrying about the establishment of a separate peace
between Israel and some Arab nations that would not have provided for
a Palestinian homeland, murderously struck innocent Israeli citizens on
a bus and brutally killed 37 of them.
THE LSRAELIS, AFTER A FEW WARNINGS, struck back hard at
the southern Lebanon border and killed hundreds.
Immediately the howls went up that the Israelis were savage beasts
and murderers.
While we cannot condone war anywhere in the world, we can understand the Israelis retaliating in the only language the PLO understands - violence.
However, now the Israelis are wearing the black hats in the Middle
East. They are the ones who are blocking peace in the Middle East, tbeir
critics say. Their violent means are disrupting renewed peace talks, the
argument goes.
WE SAY BULL. IF ANY GROUP is blocking peace efforts it is the
savage murdering band of guerillas in the PLO. They are the ones who
are ruining any chance of peace.
Israel should soften its stand on denying a Palestinian homeland, but
coaxing them to make that step can only come through peaceful efforts. The PLO is actually working against the benefits of the
Palestinians by provoking the Israelis into a fight.
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It's Not the P'its

Editor:
M. Brown's letter "Pit for Intramural," which appeared in Tuesday's
issue of the LOBO, was just too much. Basketball games serve several
useful functions to college students, basketball players, and to the
thousands of adults who attend the games.
To the students, basketball games serve as an outlet for pent-up
frustrations which schoot has a habit of producing. Where else can
students scream their lungs out without society frowning upon them?
The games also develop unity among the students and the community.
As for the players, the games give them a chance to perform their
expertise. It is somewhat similiar to the theatre -:- just people exhibiting
their talents. I don't hear anyone screaming to close down the theatres! ·
Basketball games give adults the perfect excuse to get the fmaily out
of the house and do some acitivity the whole family enjoys.
And in case you care, several of "those vicarious Lobomaniacs"
happen to be track stars, professional baseball players, etc. who got
"off their fat asses" and did some "physical exertion for their own
sake." These so-called "budding pros" are some of the most physically
fit people in this nation and provide inspiration to those peale who do
not get enough exercise.
As for a recreational facility, UNM already has such a program. They
have everything anyone could possibly want in terms of exercise
facilities. There is a pool which. is never crowded, there are weight
lifting rooms and tennis courts located on campus. What else do you
want? U NM is fully equipped with athletic programs for the non-pro
and doesn't need to add "the Pit" to its never-ending list of athletic
facilities.
Trish Bryant
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The PROFILE 400 is a great sounding
3-way speaker with blg S" woofer for

..n{e ·a.I.C. 960 is a Multiple Play Btilt'drlve 'rurn\able

Hi~Fi

for the 'audio pertectronlst Who wants the ease of aut-
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CHECK OUT A TEAC!

• Superb Top-Loading Cassette Deck, the A-170
includes such features as Dolby. Twin Vu·Melers
and wide dynamic frequency response This way,
you get ALL the music.
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With SIINYO'S RD!l400 you get
Cassella
convonlence.lmagine ... ALL the tape flexibility you'll
need tor hOme and car use. WOW!
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TRIPLE HIGH COMING

The 5170 Receiver lt'sasurewinnerforthe

big 8" woofer. Together, those wild Imaginings thalcome from finely
played music nre yours for a song.
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When you demand the BEST,
the CONCERT PEOPLE
DELIVER!! Check this price.
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The MAXELL UDXL·II 90 Minute Cassette IS
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We've just made a special purchase on SansUJ·s
incredible AM/FM stereo receiver and we've put
together an audio dream packagfe for you. The 3uperb
receiver with plenty of clean usable power and feature;.
Sansui's SR-222 Belt-Drive Turntable with AT-910
cartridge compliments the high quality that distiguishes
this package. ECI's powerful Profile 620 3·way speakers
complete this outstanding value, Hurry
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DISCOUNT IS IN OUR NAME WE SELL STEREO
OUR PRICES & SERVICE
WE MAKE IT
EVERY STORE
AND
WE'RE
PROUD
OF
IT
NOT
ATMOSPHERE!
KEEP US'# 1 WITH YOU
EASY TO BUY/
IS A WAREHOUSE

A TRIPlE

Enjoy the music today, with convenient
monthly payments, on approV<ld credit.
Most major credit cardn hohored on
most purchases. lnterest·froo layaway
is also available

Each one Is packed with great stereo.
You'll find the best names and the latest
equipment because we believe you
shouldn't be limited to a limited
selection.

5003-5005 Menaul Blv
'262-0858
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words. Only tho namEi ol the authorwUI be printed and names will not be withheld. Allletlers
that discuss Issues will be prlntod,
OPINIONS: Opinions must bo typed and signed with the author's name, signature, ad•
dress and telephone numbor. Opinions should be no_longer than 500 words. Only the name
of the author will be pdntod and names will not bo withheld.
All submissions become tho property of the Now Moxlco Dally LOBO and wll/ be edited
only for length or possibly libelous c;ontont. U changes are made, the author will be con·

at the Lo ..Fi price·. DON'T MISS

THIS SPECIAL.

automatic operation. Turntable only.

SANYO CAR... GO!
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IMAGINE ...

music lover on a buaget. Features abound and the power ls plentiful.
Perfectly matched for performance. CUSTOM HI·FI includes the- BSR· 4
2260 Total Turntable and ECI's PROFILE 400, 3·way Speakers with
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Police Brutality

Editor:
Re: "Babich Defended" letter. The Babich police brutality case is
~mly one of a large number of cases of police brutality against Chicanos
1n the Southwest during the history of the subordination of the
Chicano. This is documented extensively by Carie McWilliams in North
from Mexico and by Rudy Acuna in Occupied America. Recently, this
t~pe of brutality has been extensively studied by Armando Morales in
hiS Ando Sangrando and another book entitled Chicano Prisoners: the
Key to San f:luentin and by the recent study and release by the Mexican
American Legal Defense and Education Fund whch found that over 40
documentable cases of flagrant police brutality had occurred in Chicano
communities against the Chicano population.
It is clear from testimony given in court that Babich used much more
than the required force to subdue Ramirez, as there were two officers
present and Ramirez was unarmed. But, undoubtedly, as documented
the a!orecited sources, the police in this society have developed certain
phobias against the Mexican people and their Chicano descendants
which often trigger violent reactions and overreactions in even those
situations in which the officer's life is not in danger. We see a reversion
to the type of Ia:-" cite~ in various historical works in which anglo law
enf~rcem_e~t off1cers Will not be convicted for killing a Mexican. As to
the JUry, 1t IS a psychological tenent that common citizens tend to give
more credence to authority figures than to the victims of these
authorities. l_t !s possible that the jury was racist, but it is clearly evident
that the deciSion was racist. Racism in the practical sense is practiced
by those Who hold the power to apply it to those who hold little or no
power, not vice versa as implied by Rockafellow.
Undoubtedly the types of actions perpetrated by officer Babich will
co~tinue, considering the longstanding and currently active anti-· •
C~1cano and anti-Mexican attitudes which have shown themselves in
th1s cou.ntry. For a good example of this, I strongly recommend the
current 1ssue of "Nuestro" magazine regarding some implications this
has in education.
Sin otro particular del momenta, quedo su Atento y Segura Servidor.
Juan Jose Pena

®PIONEER"

IT'S HERE! The one youv'e been waiting for! CUSTOM HI-FI's
Spectacular BRAND NAME CLEARANCE! The Top Names in stereo are
priced to go. Choose yo.ur new equipment and save BIG! It's an Event
we know you won't want to miss. HURRY! Quantities Limited on some
items.

Main Phoenix
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by Garry Trudeau

Oflerlngtruediscount prices day·in and
day-out is a matter of pride. In fact,
discount prices are what we're all
about. That's why we're the GREAT
AMERICAN CUSTOM.

We don't tool you with pretty stcre
fronts, flashy fixtures and expens•ve
frills, that add to the cost of buying. We
don't have all that expensive overhead,
so you don't pay extra tor frills.

Our people are stereo experts inter·
esled m giving you the kind of low
discount prices and great service lhat
i<eepsus No.1 w1thyou. With us you get
the most mUsic !or your money.
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Winrock Profits
,

though those renting from UNM in a parking meter you are taking
must pay. taxes on improvements, out a lease-hold interest. You could
they still have an unfair advantage end up paying at tax on that. You
over th'ose renting from a meet yourself coming back because
nonexempt entity that must pay you can't retax property that is
land tax.
alredy taxable in itself,'~
''I think that everybody should
Brown said that while there is still
be treated the same, but the .an i'mbalance, "We are closer than
problem in trying to tax a lease- we were before. It is one of those
hold interest is that if you write a situations where you have to crawl
tax that taxes a lease hold, you run before you can walk."
into a multitude of.problems. You
Some lawyers believe that even
get into taxing someone who is with the amendment, the present
renting a house, because that is a law
could be successfully
lease hold also,
challenged by tlie lessees, The law
· ''Carried to its ultimate con- .refers to "fractional interests" and
elusion, every time you put 10 cents · is intended to cover lease-hold

~ORTON ~SAMMY
J'U.ST LooK AT
You Two ...

interests. Muir said he would
disagree with tthe contention that a
lease-hold interest is a frl:lctional
interest. ''A fractional interest is
one in which fraction of the
property is owned by someone, but
the lessees of Winrock have the
land to use .as though it were their

BV fi.L. FRED
A~l 'toll EVER
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Thousands ot ready-m1de framos
Pre-cut mats & met boards
Dexter & :<-Acto mat cutters
Ory•mountlng preeses & matorlals
Braqueltes f Framing hardWilro
Blenfang Non-Gila
Glare & non.glare glass
Old masters & contemporary prints
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1Oo/o Discount to Students
& Teachers with current 1.0.
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: POORMANS
• PICTURE FRAMING
L
PICTURE FRAMING I AEADY·MADE FRAMES I FRAI.<ING SUPPliES
3008 CENTRAL AYE. S.E .. ALBUQUERQUE. N.M. 87100 • 2SS-323S1
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Master Artist of the Kwakiutl"
Tuesday, March 21 at 8 p.m. in
Biology 100.
Beginning meditation classes will
be held in the Honors Center,
Room 152 at 5:15 p.m. Wednesdays. Classes begin March 29
for eight weeks. For more information, call255-1506.

Members of the Grateful Dead
have always maintained. a fundamentally experimental approach
to music. Jerry Garcia considers
himself a "music junkie." The
same term could be applied to
Weir.
Like Garcia, Weir has
continually worked to extend his
music beyond the confines of the

Scholarships are available for
Greek
women , from
the
Albuquerque City Panhellenic.
Applications are available from
Karen Abaraham in SUB Room'
106. Deadline is April I.

:-4~~~

Applications and job descriptions for the l 978 N.M. State
Government Intern Program are
available at Career Services, Mesa
Vista South, Room 2131. Deadline
is March 28.

Play-by-Play

Godfather: Part 3
by D.M. Flynn
After the Lobos lost that tragic game to Cal. State· Fullerton in Tempe, I
went down to Chavo's Bar and Gr'illto drown my ~onows. I fell in need of
company, something was lost deep inside me. The feeling was much like that
fell by many people when President Kennedy wus shot in Dallas.
I walked through the heavy metal doors at Chavo's and took my usunl
Monduy, March 20
scat next to the waitress station. Without looking up, I ordered my usual.
apricot brandy on the rocks with a twist oforgangc peel.
7:30 P·~· - A Counter H1story of The next thing 1 knew, my drink was being served to me by Big Red. He
the .umted Sla_tes: Part 3, TJ~e waved my hand away as I tried to pay. Alas, he knew my sorrow.
Mexrcan·Ar:ncr!can ~ar, Crvrl
"When did you start working here?" I asked.
War, Emancrp~tron, Ratlr?acJ~.
"Flynn, I know that isn't what you came here to ask me. You want to
9 p.m. - Rm~es y conc11;ncw del know about the Lobos."
p~eblo.: Latmo musrc and
He was right in a way, even though I c.litln't know he was working there.
drscussron of current events. So 1 asked the inevitable, "Well what did happen, Red?"
KUNM News at 9 a.m. & 5 p.m.
Smirking with disgust, he said, "Fine reporter you 'lire. If you'd been here
UPI News at I, 6, 8, 11 a.m., I and two days ago I could have told you what was up. There's a lot of poop llying
9 p.m.
around if you're interested."
Sports at 3 p.m.
''I'm interested, I'm interested," I babbled while almost falling off the
wooden bar stool.
Red fondled a "with"glass, dried it and put it on the rack before he
started talking. He leaned over the bar and whispered, "It's a plot."
''Not another commie-"
·
"No," he interrupted, "this one is being run by the networks with
assistance from the Mafia. Sec, with all the betting people do on these
games, the Mafia can really score big when a team like Fullerton comes
along. So the networks build up one team, the Mafia puts its money on the
other and bam."
- I jumped. "What?"
"Bam. Now watch these other nobody teams like Miami of Ohio and
West Kelllucky. They're gonna go places. Fullerton might even come close
to winning the West, if UCLA dumps Arkansas." I chuckled because Red
pronounced Arkansas the way it looks instead of Arkansaw.
"It's not funny, Flynn. The networks and the Mafia are raking in the
dough right now. And what are the Lobos doing? Trying to catch a cab to
the airport."

90.1

Look for our
Daily Specials

Along with our
Regular Menu of
New Mexican taste
delights
Upper Level

New Mexieo Union Food Service

Jerry Doucette: His mo.mo. let him plo.y

Yet at the same time Weir relies
on the powerful chugs that mark
the Grateful Dead rhythm section.
He has successfully blended what
he gained from the Dead and what
he has developed on his own to
produce one of this year's better
rock al~ums.

mother's
Finest
Mama Let Him Play
Doucette
Mushroom MRS 5009

It's a good thing Jerry
Doucette's mother let him play the
guitar and sing his heart out. It's
not only a good thing for Jerry and
his Canadian band Doucette, but
for people who have a chance to
listen to this talent.
The album isn't a masterpiece
since it does have some weak
moments, but it is a clear indication
of Doucette's talent, a talent that is
worth building on.
The alblfm starts with the
selected single "Down the Road."
It may seem redundant to say it, but
the cut features the blistering guitar
work and strong vocal tracks of the
founding member. Doucette has
anywhere from two to five people
playing with him on all the tracks.
It is interesting to note that when
Doucette operates as a three-man
group they come up with their
hardest rockers such as "Back Off'
and "Keep on Running" where
Duris Maxwell and Don Cumming~
fill int he rhythm section. The title
track, though features the trio at
their best and serves as a rock 'n'
roll testimony of Doucet tc' s life.
The most suprising cut on this
mck 'n' roll album was the in·
elusion of "When She Loves Me."
It seems a little bit of Earth, Wind
and Fire has rubbed off on
Doucette and tltc trasisition from a
style dictated by rock has gone
quite smooth in this soulful
num bcr.
Best cuts nrc "Down the Road,"
"\Vhcn She Loves Me," "Back
Off" and "Mnnm Let Him Play."

Blues and Jazz Strings B.
The IJ/ues and Jazz Guitar of
Mickey Baker
Mickey /Jaker
Kicking Mule Records KM 142
111uesgrass Banjo lnl'cllfions
Fred Sokolow
Kicking Mule Records KM207
By ROBERT SJ>IEGEL
Kicking Mule Records, out of
Berkeley, California, a small
company promoting finger-picking,
acoustic instrument syles, has
released two very interesting
albums recently.
First, is a collection of traditional
blues songs by Mickey Baker,
formerly of !he duo Mickey and
Silvia. Baker renders classic blues
such as "Corrina, Corrina,"
"Spoonful," and "Baby, Pll':tsc
Don't Go" authentknlly and with 11
defi.1ite freshness. Baker adds some
jazz chords, not too much., to these
solid tunes, which accentuates them
beautifully. Though at times, as
with "Love In Vain," Baker fails to
bring the song fully alive, for the
most part he keeps these numbers
sounding far from tired.
Even more interesting is Fred
Sokolow's
Bluegrass Banjo
Inventions. This is a collection of
songs, fiddle tunes, rags, old-timey
duets & trios and other banjo instrumentals." There isn't much in
traditional music that Sokolow

Well, needless to say, I took what Red said with a grain of sodium
chloride. Uh, that's salt, I think. Anyway I watched the outcome of the
Marquette game with dismay. But what really got me was the Cal State and
what's their name, uh, San Francisco. That was not to be bclicvGd.
I tried to call Red at home. He wasn't there ahd he'd been fired from his
. job at Chavo' s. l got worried about him after a couple of days.
Suddenly, like in a cheap mystery novel, the phone rang. I picked it up
hesitantly, knowing it would be Red in trouble. "Hello," I said predictably.
"Flynn. No time. Gotta talk fast. I'm in Pennsylvania or New Jersey.
They got me, but I escaped, Call Muldoon at the FBI in Albuquerque. Tell
him the man responsible is-"
I couldn't believe it. It was like something out of a"B" picture. Red
sounded like he was in real trouble, so I called this Muldoon fellow at the
FBI. Turns out he's been transferred to Upper Darby, Penn.
Unless I can find out what happened to Red, r won't know the true story
of the Lobos' loss to the Titans. But whatever it is, whether it was the
Mafia's fault or because the Lobo Pep Band wasn't at the game, I hope Red
is all right. Later.

(
'

Grateful Dead, His initial effort
was a solo album,. Ace, which
although rough, firmly established
his talent as a solo artist.
Next ·came the group, King fish,
which with Weir's leadership,
proved to be an exceptionally good
and innovative rock group. All this
time, of course, Weir continued to
record and perform with the Dead.
This year, with the album Heaven
Help the Fool, he ·has simply
outdone himself, and for that
matter, the Grateful Dead itself.
.Terrapin Station was easily one of
the best Grateful Dead records in
the last few years, but for strength,
imagination and good old excitement, Heaven Help I he Fool has
got ,it beat.

By GEORGE GESNER

DEL SOL

Toda_y' s Special

With the purchase
of a
Double Cheeseburger
and a
Large Coke
Lower Level

By ROBERT SPIEGEL
Grateful Dead guitarist Bob Weir
will treat Albuquerque to some
impressive rock and roll tonight in
the Civic Auditorium at 8 p.m. The
.concert will be opened by the
Canadian rock group Doucette
featuring Jerry Doucette (See
review of his latest album on this
page).

CASA

PRONTO
FREE. FRIES

A lecture on'"'Clever Animals
and Dumbfounded People· - A
Semiotic Analysis" will be given
today at 4 p.m. in Woodward Hall,
Room 149 by Thomas Sebeok,
from Indiana Unviersity.

Dr. Bill Holm, curator of Northwest Coast Indian Art at the
University of Washington will
speak on "Willie Seaweed: A

OLDTOWN

Weft Anything But Dead

IS

Dr. Hugh Paxton, from Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratory, will
speak on Criticality Safety
Tuesday, March 21 at 2 p.m. in
Farris Engineering Center, Room
303.

~ago.n
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Weir and Doucette Tonight

Dental aspects of pregnancy and
infants will be discussed Tuesday,
March 21 at 7:30p.m. at the Southwest Maternity Center at 504 Luna
Blvd. N.W.

·covered

•

N

own.!'
Brown said, "The law .is not
perfect by any means. I have been
transferred from the taxation
committee since that amendment
·was added. I hope the legislature
will continue its investigation of
this matter."

~WJ fl[)[JLN)[9

doesn't touch upon here. And he is
not only competent on every
number, he is always fascinating.
As Sokolow says, "This record is
full of 'things I always wanted to
do' with 'a banjo-favorite songs
and instrumentals experiments-oct
I'm sure there are some new sounds
and ideas on it for every banjo
picker or banjo lover." Indeed, he
even uses his banjo for swing. This
is easily the most imaginative banjo
playing I've heard.

LOBO photo by George Gesner

It's bom~s nwny for Bob Weir
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All Levi's
Now
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TIOVIVO
By Popular Demand

THE OMELET'I'E
SHOPPE
is b••i:ttging baeli: the 20~o OFF SALE
This \veek only, all Omelettes &
fillings are 20o/o off.
()penl\ti-F 7:00a.m.-4:00p.tn.
Ne~v lt.lexieo Union Food Serviee
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F.tied's Violin Sings
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By JANE QUESNEL
Miriam Fried's appearances
with the .New Mexico Symphony
Orchestra at Popejoy Hall March ·
10 and II may have left
Albuquerque with a singular lack of
Bartok critics.
Under the direction ofYoshima
Takeda, the orchestra Saturday
night opened with the "Academic
Festival Overture" by Brahms.
Playing with the energy and zest
required by the overture, the or· chestra made of it a "minimasterpiece."
Coming onstage to a burst of
applause, Fried's fragile appearance was deceptive. An
amazing strength was evident as she
proceeded to play the Bartok
"Second Violin Concerto" with an

l-
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FUm FestivCliFocusesOn
Environment

'

energy that hardly seemed' possible.
Eagerly an ticipa[ed since last
season's performance of the
Beethoven "Violin Concerto "
Fried's emotionally moving p~r
formance of the Bartok certainly
did not disappoint anyone. Her
virtuosity is in fact,
her _
musicianship unquestionable.

Listening ~o Fried perform' the
concerto, one would have thought
that she had lived through the
terror of it all, although the slow
and painful reconstruction was in
progress at the time of her birth.
audience· was perhaps affected
more by Fried than by any other
guest artist this season and by the
music of a comJ?oser who has never
been overly popular in this city.

LOBO photo l1y Ray Danonvllle

Ro.msey [ewls: Jo.zz Is the key.

Lewis Keys On Jazz
By JANE QUESNEL

~~~

Presents

VIDEO TAPES
Bro. vermnn Rock Go.rden
ffintch 20-26
10-3 pm Do.lly
In m~sQ Loun~ In Th~ N.f.Cot-I'IPtOfT.,~ Sub
Ac:IQU f1om Ptontos

lrn ASUNm 1Slucl•nt Acilvlt!•• Productfo(!

ASUNM Popular Eatertalnment Committee
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The first number just didn't gel - possibly because the musicians felt
the audience frustration at their starting the concert 20 minutes late on
March 10, at the Kiva Auditorium. However, as Ramsey Lewis and his
three-man back-up ripped into a Swahili-titled piece by Chicago composer
Ed Green, there was no stopping them for well over an hour.
Albuquerque has been visited by more jazz pial)ists in the last year than
ever before. Following the likes of Brubeck, Shearing and Corea, Lewis
proved himself a top-flight musician whose talents have grown and expanded over the years.
Backed by guitarist Byron Gregory, bassist Ron Harris and drummer
Keith Howard, Lewis reeled off a stream of hits from all phases of his
career.
Some of the numbers played besides the immortal Lewis/Earth, Wind
and Fire collaboration, "Sun Goddess," were "Tequila Mockingbird"
'and "My Angel's Smile" (both from their recent album "Tequila
Mockingbird"), Stevie Wonder's "Love Notes" and the old Lewis trio hit,
"The 'In' Crowd."
Lewis stayed close to the acoustic piano, moving only for brief solos on
electronic keyboards. His straight-ahead sound ha~ become fused with a
. "!iit!e' fultk" atid "a little so til down through 'the years, hut it'ccrtainly ha~m't
hurt. l.e\\i~' work continue~ to get better as he C\pcrimcnt~ with nc\\ cf·
fec.:ts and new styles.
Howard stole the scene from the back-up !!rnttJ1, keeping the ~ct~ moviup,
and downing his \\ay through a perfectly timed drum break.
Althmzgh hampered at times by a wr~ \Ocal audience and at time~ I>~
~ct> of na~hing llllllti-.:olorcd 'P''t' \\ hkh 'en eli nnly to dctnh:t from (he
musk, Ram~cy lc1\i\ capped a good evening ,,f jan with 1110 cnc<1IC\,
receiving yet an,,ther \tanding mat ion.

Imported from minnesota

Sparkling Perfotmance
'

Saturday, April!, 8:00p.m.
Johnson Gymnasium
Reserved Seats $7.00& $6.00
Available at all Th:ketmaster locatk>ns:
UNM SUB and Popejoy Hall Box Ofllcees
AD LP. Goodbuy and General Store locations
H.Cook In Winrock and Candl"MJlln Santa Fe
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Lobos Lose: Old But Sad News
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Composed during the fury of the
Nazi regime, this concerto was only
one in an endless stream of compositions designed to lift the
composer above and beyond the
horror and the hopelessness of
Europe's situation.

~ Student Activities
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By JA:"<E Ql"ES:'\EL
The Minnesota Orchc~tra came
to Alhuqeruqe last Friday for a
never-to-be-forgotten e\ening of
entertainment.
Although near the end of a long
and arduous concert tour, the 97
members showed no sign of fatigue
when they played to a packed
Popejoy Hall that night. Nor did
their director, Maestro Stanislaw
Skrowaczewski, who exhibited a
masterly control and an expertise in
all forms of music, as the orchestra
turned in a tight performance which
displayed incredible musicianship.
Opening
the
program,

ORCA

The Office of Research and Consumer Affairs of
ASUNM invites you to call or drop by with any consumer problems, landlord-tenant problems complaints, bitches, gripes, headaches, or heartbreaks.
For help or more information contact ORCA Room
251 in the SUB. 277·2336.
'

Tchaikm>ky's
"Pathctiquc"\\a>
performed with refreshing boldnc''
and perfection. Surpr,icd by
~pontancous applause at the
dimacticc end of the third
movement, the orchc~tra went on to
perform the finale with a pathos
completely dovoid of saccharine.
As the final notes faded away the
audience burst into an applause
which brought the Maestro out for
three curtain calls before intermission.
The second major work of the
evening proved the orchestra's
adeptness with contemporary
works. "In Praise of Music," by
distinguished American composer
Dominick Argento, is divided into
seven segments, all but the last
• based on fragments of music from
other times and cultures. Dedicated
to different musical figures, they
evoke the images of David, Apollo,
Pan, Orpheus, the angel Isra fel and
St. Cecilia. The seventh, dedicated
to the child Mozart, eulogizes a
master of music much loved by
Argento.
The concert closed with a
brilliant rendition of Ravel's "La
Vahe'' which brought enthusiastic
and thunderous applause.
A richly deserved standing
ovation ended an evening which,
through it~ beauty and its ex·
ccllcncc, carried mind and soul of
the lhtcncr far above and beyond
the t ttah ol the modern world.

By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports Editor

Starting today and continuing to
the end of toe. month is the
Environmental Film Festival
presented by the School of
Architecture and Planning at
UNM. A different program of films
will be shown each day, Monday
through Friday from noon to 2
p.m. and from 7 to 9 p.m. with free
admission.
The school is located at 2414
Central SE.
Three films are on tap for today,
A Future for the Past is a 30-minute
film about the preservation of
historic landmarks in urban settings. Stations is a 63-minute look
into the saving and converting of
railroad stations now unused and
endangered. The day is topped off
by a look at Pre-Columbian
monumental architecture as seen
from a helicopter as it soars over
seven archaeological sites in
Mexico. The film is called Sen-

TEMPE-Lobomania hasn't
died; it's just been put to sleep until

tinels.
Tuesday's films range around the
25-minute mark starting with
Christo's Valley Currain. The film
documents artist Christo, with the
help of engineers, iron workers and
students, hanging an orange curtain
(quarter-mile long) across a valley
in Ri tle Gap, Colorado. Livin' On
the Mud depicts the shanty
bohcmias of North Vancouver, a
self-sustained community of independent people. Sharing the
Land deals with the encroachment
of transportation, land speculation
and industrialization on valuable
agricultural and recreational land.
Editor's Note: More on the film

photo r>y W. T. Hunt

Arkansas Wins the West

Festival as the week progresses.

Poetry
Contest
Stu<knt" at l!N\1 han• the
npportunit~ of' entering a pt1Ctry
.:nntc\t '-J10IN1rcd hy lhe Acndezily
<'f Amcrkan 1'<1Cl\ antl winnin11
pan or all or tl $100 ~a,ltplitc.
I'he pritc will be awarded fnr the
'ingle poem nr )!rnllp nl' [lllel!l\
'elected by the judge\ ~aid Oenc
Frumkin, a"odatc prnfc.\\nr of
l'nglhh at l1Nl\l and t:ontc\t
dtaitper.,ol\. In ca~c of a tic, the
llHliH'Y
will he divided appropriately, he 'aid.
He added that the conte~t is only
open to ;tudcms at UNM.
Students may submit no more
than five poems. These should be
placed in a scaled envelope under a
pen name to ensure impartiality.
The student's real name should be
enclosed with the first envelope in
another, larger envelope, which
should then be delivered to the
English department office in Room
217 of the Humanities Building.
The deadline for entries to the
contest has been extended to March
24, Frumkin said.

Poet Reads
Tuesday,
March; ;21, ·- 1the
ASUNM·<GSA Pdetfy Series I will
present a reading by" poet Robert
Peters at 8 p.m. in the Humanities
Building Theater. Admission is free
and all are welcome.
Peters is the author of The Sow's
Head and Other Poems and the
recent The Gift 'lobe Simple among
others. Peters' poems and cri!icism
have appeared in numerous
publications throughout the
country. Aho, 1he Poetry Series
will nrc.1cnt a reading on [o'ridav,
M an:h 24 by< ·ami r .(~<' Sandw1. ·

next year.
An unknown and untried
basketball team from Fullerton
Calif., put an end to the 1977-78
UNM basketball season by
downing the powerful and fourthranked New Mexico Lobos.
But although the Titans put the
brakes on UNM's hopes for any
further post-season play, the year
that L'Obomanja hit the state of
New Mexico will be long
remembered.
It came as a surprise March II
when Cal. State-Fullerton upset the
Lobos here 90-85, but it: came as no
surprise when more than 1,000 fans
greeted the Lobus at the
Albuquerque International Airport
when the team arrived that sad
Saturday night.
Even after the game, amidst the
tears of UNM's cheerleaders and
the -cries of Titan fans screaming
"On to Albuquerque," welldeserved pats on the back accompanied the UNM basketball
team as they loaded their cars
enroute to the airport.
There was a feeling of sadness in
the air, along with the never ending
hugging and em bracing going on by
the Titan followers.
The trip from the locker room to
the top of the ramp at Arizona
State's Special Activities Center
was ~sad reminder to the seniors on
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And so the dream of an NCAA
basketball championship comes to
an end for a group of upstarts from
Cal-State Fullerton as the Arkansas
Razor backs woke the Titans up 6158 in the West Regionals linals.
Outside it was a warm
Albuquerque, but inside the Pit, it
was hot, as Fullerton was trailing
by one with live seconds !crt when
they had the ball stolen from them
and Arkansas' Jim Counce made a

lay-up to give the Razorbacks their
three-point win and an invitation to
St. Louis and the semi finals.
Over in Dayton Ohio, it was
another three-point contest as
Kentucky turned back Michigan
State 52-49.
Arkansas' Ron Brewer, who
poured in 22 points against
Fuilerton, received the tournaments
Most Valuable Player award.
Arkansas
and
Fullerton

Women Cagers
Finish Third
There will be no more dribbling
nf haskcthalls for the UNM
women's basketball team, at least
for a while, as they failed over the
>pring vacation to qualify for the
national tournament.
The l.obos had to settle for a
third-place showing, beating host
We her .State 78-72, after they lost to
the defending conference champions Utah 70-67, in the semi-final
round.
Revenge was not the case for the
UNM women, as for the second
year in a row, Utah ousted the
Lobos in the semi-final round of
the Intermountain ConferePce
play-offs, which determines whzch
two teams win tickets to nationals.
UNM outscored Utah 58-52 from
the field, but the Utes attempted
nine more freethrows and made
seven more than the Lobus did.
UNM's 6-4 center Carol
Moreland fouled out of the game
with eight points and 14 rebounds,
which was a bout eight paints and
eight rebounds below what she had
been averaging.
Lobo coach Kathy Marpe,
despite not being invited to the
national tourney, was named the
conference~ coach of the year.
Going into the tournament,
UMM had won I J straight game>
and had f ini<.hed third zn the 14
team r_onkt~II<.:C with an I I 2
n.·wrd
'lb(.'ll <mly lr!~~c'> ~amc at tilt•
hand•,
!i;~ft :uzd Bri11ham Young,

"'I

Marpe:
Kathy
Coach of the Year.
both of whom qualified for
nationals.
J can Rostermondt' s 24 points
paced the Lobos in (heir consolation victory, while Weber
State's leading point-producer, as
well as the conference's shooting
scoring champ, Kathy Miller
pumped in 22 in the losing cause.
UNM freshman Taryn Bachis
was consi-~t~'nt, hitting 16 points
again~! Utah 111d pou .. ng in
ano1her 14 again>! Wch~r State.
Patty llowl'!l, one or th1·ee UNM
"'nim> wearing 1he l.obn unifnrm
1m iht' la'>l tinw, hdpl'd >HV p.oml"
hi'<' In Marpl' and the UNM tenm
1~11h Ill poinh.

dominated the all-tourney team as

the Lobo squad that they would no
longer play in a Lobo uniform.
Everyone was stunned. But it was
understood that the Lobos had lost.
The more than 2000 New Mexico
fans that either flew here or battled
snow and fog on the road to the
Arizona city, were brought to their
feet after the Lobos grabbed a
quick 6-2 lead.
The site was all too familiar to
UNM baksetball fans. Capacity
crowds at University Arena had
witnessed the Lobos open early
leads then go on to demolish opponents. But this was not the case
here.
It appeared, to the red-clad fans
sitting in the Special Events Center,
that after UNM grabbed a 32-22
lead, the Lobos would eventually
run away with the game. But this
too was not the case.
The Lobos enjoyed a 44-38 half
time lead over the patient Titans
with Lobo guns Marvin Johnson
and Michael Cooper scoring 13 and

10 points respectively going into the
(ocker room,
But the second half of the new,
but short season for the Wolfpack
of head coach Norm Ellenberger
was the opposite of the first half.
Titans Keith Anderson, Greg
Bunch, and Kevin Heenan were
unstoppable as .Fullerton hit 62
percent of its second half shot~ to
down the Lobus.
Lobus Phil Abney, Russell
Saunders und Willie Howard struck
back with their o,wn barrage of
points but fell short. Johnson only
sank one field goal and Cooper wa;
held scoreless in the second half.
The Lobos tied the game late in
the second half an a pair of free
throws by Mark Felix and again at
83-83 on a jump shot by Abney.
The Lobos had a chance to regain
the lead but an inbounds pass
intended for Saunders was swiped
by Titan Mike Linden. Linden was
fouled by Saunders and that was
"all she wrote."

L1" ~· ~(l-YlNESE
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Grand Opening Specials
1. Two Eggrolls
2. Chinese Beef Stew w/Rice
3. Chinese Noodles w/Meat Sauce

C
'

Offer Good Through Mar. 31, 1978

4709 Lomas N.E. (Next to S.l.C. Loans)
Hours: 10:30 AM-7:30PM
Tel. 265-7529

Brewer was joined by teammates~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Marvin Delph and Sidney Moncrief
and Titans· Greg Bunch and Keith
Anderson.
ACORN, the most successful community organization in
Next Saturday in St. Louis, Mo.
the country, has openings for organizers in eleven stales
the final four teams, Arkansas,
(AH, SD, TX, TN, MO, LA, FL, PA, CO, NV, IA).
Kentucky, Notre Dame and Duke
will meet to decide who will reign as
ACORN is working for political and economic justi<.'e for
the 1978 NCAA basketball champs.
its low to moderate income membership. Issues rang<>
The first game will pit Arkansas
from neighborhood deterioration to utility rates, laxc:>s,
and Kentucky, and the second will
health <.'arc etc. Hard work, low pay - enduring rewarpit the Fighting Irish of Notre
ds. Training provided. Only those interested in social
Dame against the Duke Blue Devils.
change need apply. Contact: Career Services Office for
The championship game will be
interview Tuesday March 28 or write ACOHN, 523. W.
held Monday, March 28 and will be
15th, Little Rock, Ark. 72202
televised live.

COMMUNITY ORGANIZERS
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ASU Claims Title
But after putting some work into
By ED JOHNSON
LOBO Sports Writer
it, it turned out that the beam eYent
Iron beams that stretched high · was the only event where UNM
above chalk-stained mats of blue qualified anyone for the individual
and drab turquoise-shaded" chairs championships .
Utah State's Alicia Johnston was
bolted onto concrete of an even
probably
the best all-round
duller color of gray •. were· easily
ignored March lOth and lith, when gymnast in the meet as she finished
the women gymnasts of the in the top three in vaulting, floor
Intermountain Conference mar- exercise and uneven bars, but she
says the beam event is still her
ched into Johnson Gym.
. '
When each woman competing in favorite.
"I like the beam," she said, "In
the regional tournament entered,
the
floor exercise you're just really
she carried a flower, but some
including vaulting champ Jodi trying to entertain a crowd."
Arizona's Linda Shannon was
Mabb (Utah State), uneven bars
to get the crowd to clap along
able
champ Dianne Ellington (Utah),
as
she
performed her floor exercise.
· beam champ and floor exercise

champ .Pam Godward (Arizona
State who won the meet) left with .
medals .
UNM's Dianne Frew enchanted
the judges with her balance beam
performance and recieved a third
place tie in that event with Utah's
Barbara Cornell.
Tammy Custodi, another of
Lobo coach Claudia Thomas'
talented women, finished with a
fifth place performance also in the
beam event.
Early in the year Thomas was a
little worried about the beam
performance of her women in the
beam event.
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Drop Five in California

Lobos Split at Home
The West coast wasn't too
friendly to the UNM baseball team
.over spring break as Vince Cappelli's Lobos won only one game on
the road while losing five.

ENGINEERS

Before heading for California,
the Lobos swept a double header
from the University of Denver at
the Albuquerque Sports Stadium 43 and6-5.
Junior Danny Muth was credited
with the win in the first game and
credited with the save in the second
as Cappelli's Lobos stood at 7-1
before hitting the road.
Once in California, the winning

Avery cons1ructlon Company Is looking
for a hard working, Industrious person
who wants to get Involved with a grQwlng,
progressive construction company.
We are looking for a person who wants
to develop a future In Heavy & Highway
Construction areas of field supervision,
field layout, bidding, estimating, con·
structlon and other related fields In the
construction Industry In New Mexico and
Colorado.

COPIES
Qvernight
3 1/2cea
4<sameday

For furtll•r lnlorm•flon,

contact or write:

No Minimum

Suo Avery

KINKO'S

P.O. Box GG
Buono Vlato, Co. 81211
, orcwfl:
(303) 395-2443

2312 Cent. SE 268-8515

.

See our amazing new

ended for the UNM baseball team.
The Lobos were .downed by the
San Diego State Aztecs on March
13 14-2 and on March 14 8-5. The
Lobos then dropped two more
games to Cal. State-Fullerton and
then lost 2-1 in 10 innings to
UCLA.
The Lobos won their only game
in California against the University
of California-Irving then dropped
another to Chapman College.
Returning home, the Lobos
brought a 8-6 record into the Sports
Stadium Saturday night and hosted
Colorado State and the University
of Iowa in a twinbill.
Prior to the Lobo's double
header, the Rams downed the
Hawkeyes in five innings 13-2
because of the 10-run rule.
In the first game of the double
header, the Lobos edged the Rams
in extra innings 3-2. In the second
game though, the Hawkeyes blasted
UNM pitchers for 10 hits and won
8-1 over the Lobos.
The Lobs will be warming up for
the UNM Turquoise Tournament
to be held this Thursday with Iowa,
Tulsa, Wyoming and UNM.

XEROX®6500 Netters

COLOR COPIER ·w;n
Fast color copies at the
touch of a button

The first five UNM students
or faculty (w/10) to come in
will receive five free color
copies.
lnsta-Color-Print
607 B San Mateo NE
256-0343
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The UNM tennis team, under
coach Tim Russell, picked up two
wins, one loss and had one match
rained out in California over the
break.
The Lobos lost to Long Beach
State by a score of 5-4 then bounced
back the next day to down the
University of San Diego by the
same score.
The Lobos and the Aztecs of San
Diego State were rained out and the
following day UNM outplayed the
University of California-Santa
Barbara by a score of 5-4. Senior
Tim Garcia paced the Lobos in
their win over UCSB.
The Lobos competed in the 49er
Classic in California but no ·results
were available at press time.
The Lobos will return home for
competition on their new courts
against Utah.

Albuquerque Civic Auditorium
March 20,8:00 P.M.
J'ickets $5.00 General Admission
TiCkets now on sale at the followmg Ticket master computcrJr.ed
oHices·

THE GENERAL STORE, t 11 A. Harvard SE and 8117 Mcnaul Nfo:. L.P. GOOOBUY
Eubank and Candelaria and 3701 Central NE, H. COOK SPORTING GOODS,
Wlnrock Center. UNM STUDENT UNION AND POPEJOY HALL.

LOBO photo ~y ~fllor Modrid 1

Action from the 1978 AlA W Regional gymnastics meet
held at UNM.

Ute Women
Win Nationals

.I

I

The University of Utah women's ski team captured first place at the
Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women's nationals sponsored
by UNM at Red River and Angel Fire, N.M. with 289 points.
But the glory did not belong just to the Ute women. The women ofUNM
coach George Brooks captured the slalom event behind the fine skiing of
Cindy Stone, Stephanie Lemay and Cathy Robran.
In the slalom event, UNM scored 98 points, Utah 94 and defending
champ Dartmouth with 91.
For the Utah women, small Tori! Forland dominated the individual
performances in the alpine event as she captured first in the slalom and
giant slalom event.
In cross-country competition, the Dartmouth women dominated the
field. New Mexico's nordic team of Peer Kling, Joanne Eri"cson, Soili
Turuner and Lemay were close behind.
Second behind the Utes in team scoring was Middlebury College with
260 points then defending champs Dartmouth with 247. The New Mexico
women finished in sixth place, the same finish as last year, with 166 points.
The UNM-hosted regionals had alpine competition on Red River's
Airplane run and held the cross-country at Angel Fire.

Lobo Harriers
Place at Finals
The New Mexico two-mile relay team, competing at the 14th Annual
":!CAA In?oor Championships at Detroit's Cobb Hall, brought home a
fust place m that event with a blazing time of7:27.53.
The. relay team of Mark Romero, Jay Quade, Sammy Kipkurgut, and
Jeremiah ?ngw~e, won the event after Texas-EI Paso's two-mile relay
team was disqualified because of an ineligible runner.
Despite being disqualified from the two-mile relay, the Miners of coach
Te? Banks claimed their fourth national indoor title by outscoring with 33
pomts, most of which came in the distance runs.
. Other Loj:Jos to qualify were Charles Dramiga with a fourth place
finished. in t?e 600-yard run in a time of I: 10.16, and Fat wei Kimiayo who
placed SIXth In the 60-yard hurdles in a time of7 .33 seconds.
When the meet was over, UNM returned home with six track AllAmericans.
The Lobos now prepare for the outdoor track season which begins in
mid-April.

Women's Co-Ree Events
Headline IM Activities
Besides the usual football,
basketball and softball, the intramural program offers a wide
variety of organized activities for
women and coree groups.

BOB WEIR OF THE GRATEFUL DEAD

..

Women have a chance to participate in all the events the men do
but somehow, the word hasn't been
reaching some of the women.
Entries are due luesday for slow
pitch, softball, golf doubles and
tennis doubles. All women are
invited to pick a partner or get a
group of women together for

softball.
Coming events include: inncrtubc
water polo, billiards, superteam (6
women) and our annual track meet.
Come by room 230 of Johnson
Gym for more information.
Also, co-ree voleyball teams must
be entered by Tuesday at 5 p.m.
Three men and three women play
on a team in this growing sport.
Find some friends and get a team
and then meet some new friends
while participating in this event.
Co-ree volleyball mens and
womens slowpitch softball, go! f

and tennis doubles are due lucsday
by 5 p.m. in room 230 of Johnson
Gym. Co-ree volleyball consists of
three men and three women teams.
The managers meeting for all of
these events will be Thursday,
March 23 at 4 p.m. in Johnson
Gym.
Staring today the Intramural
Outdoor Shop will have new hours
of operation: Monday 8- l 0:30 and
2:30-Sp.m., Tuesday 1:30-3p.m.,
Wednesday 10-10:50a.m., Thursday 1:30-3p.m. and Fridays from
8-10 a.m. and 3-5:30p.m.

•
@19n Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

..

SPECIAL
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ONE BLOCK UNM. Furnished adob~:: duplex;, 2 or 3
bedroom w/fircplace, w/par~ing, $200.00,293-5602,
o3n4

~

5.

Cla$slfled Advertising Is located In ..
1<r1arron Hall, RI'J). 105. Open 8:30 a.m.
to 4:30p.m., Monday through Friday.,
Rates are: to run an ad 4 days or len
.costi 1~c worciper. day; an ad placild
5' days or more consecutively costs 9c
a w.ord per day.
NOON Is the deadline to. place an ad
In next' day

a
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PERSONALS

CONTACTS??? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.
Casey Optical Company. 255w8736 •
tfn
ACCURATil INFORMATION .ABOUT contraception, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose,
294-0171.
04/28
GUITAR LESSONS, FOLK, Classical, rock & jazz.
Experienced teacher. Call Marc, 247~81.58.
03/20
HAPPY BIRTHDAY KURT! Thanks for the many
things that went unthanked, Love, Beth.
03/20
NONSMOKER'SCLUBI897-0131,
- 03/24
DEAN, HAPPY 20TH. Love, Sheila.
03/20
PIANO AND RECORDER lessons by experienced
03/20
teacher. Call Linda, 247-8158,
GENERAL CINEMA CORP. discount movie tickets
now available, SUB Box Office. S2.SO.
03124
HAIL BRITANNIA! AND it's about time We had
cheap London fares. But can you avoid the airline
rip-off from there7 For sensationally priced overseas
travel call or wrhe: FLIQHT HUNTERS Inc. 13S3
East 87th Street, Brooklyn, New York 1'1236. (212)
763-7894.
03/23
NED'S HAS DANCING 'til12 am this week. 02/20
SPRING SPECIAL\ 10-SPEED tune-up: S9.50 plus
parts. Personal service, expen repairs, low prices plus
weekly specials. Richmond Bicycle Supply, 102 Ricbmond NE, 266-1611, Kevin.
03/24
SCHOLARSHIPS FOR STUDY in South America.
UNM's Andean Center. InfOrmation 229 Onega
Hall, 277·2636.
03/24
There will be a meeting for the Posh Bagel Softball
team on Monday, March 20 at 5:30 p.m. For those
Interested, the meeting is at the Posh Bagel 2216
Central SE.
03120

LOST t'IORTH PARKINQ Lot, blue book bag
containing notebooks and rain garment. Reward, call
294-6827.
03/23

3.

LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
tfn
Call PENM 842-5200.
EXPERT TYPING. 2664567.
03/31
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system, Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic. Charts& tables. 345-2125.
04/29
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (18M selectricVand
now 3wminutc Passport Photos. No appointment.
268-8515.
tfn
EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance.
265-1164.
03/27
PLEASE NOTE ADDRESS Dox no. correction and
put PYRAMID POWER to work for you with a
Pyramid Power Hat. No one knows why pyramid
power works, but it does. Improve learning ability,
learn to relax and energize yourself. Instruction/suggestions included. Send 99c plus two 13c
stamps or $1.25 plus name and address label or
something similar to CV, Box 41771, Chicago, 60641.
03/20
TYPING JST QUALITY. 883-7787.
tfn
GREATTYPING\266-3953.
03/31
ROTOTILLING BY APPOINTMENT. Group rates
available. Call Tim, 268-6510.
04/28
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM Selectric.
Guaranteed accuracy. Reasonable rates. 298·7147.
03/24
NEED HELP WITH Papers? ·Typing, editing,
revision, research. 281·3001.
03/24

4.
2.

LOST&FOUND

FIND YOURSELF In the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277;5907.
"
FOUND IN UNIVERSITY area about mid-February.
Large, male puppy. So big he may have St. Bernard in
him. Shag~y brown, with black face. Please claim
him. Wcekdays1 S42w2380, (Mrs. Black), or 299-9452
(home).
03/22
FOUND: SET OF KEYS in Room \04 Marron Hall.
.Identify and claim in Room lOS Marron Hall. 03/22
LOST: JV, MONTH WHITE puppy, 317/78, near
Princeton and Silver SE. No collar. Please call Dennis
~
03/20
Jackson, 277-3136.
FOUND: SET OF KEYS on UNM Bool<stors,neps.~outh entrance, Check in their office.
tfrl

SUNG LASS HD'OTS
Rav-Bans, Photo-Chrome.
Gradi~nts, Mirrors, or Polorized.

Casey Optical Co.

• - (1Wtf dm~r

tot

a.H'II

Jinu/1

J)r~J~

Lomas at Washington
255-6329

SERVICES

HOUSING

TWO WOMEN SEEK third to share house neaf
BCMC. Cal\266-0310.
03/08
ROOMY I BR, furnished, utilities paid, SIBS. ll6
Harvard SE, 898·1254.
03/21
:FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Share spacious
2-bdrm. 2-blocks fromUNM. 2664160, or2S6+3902.
03/22
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? We do the cooking &
cleaning, you do the studying. 303 Ash NE, 243-2881.
03/20

.················
. . . . .. .
PEUGEOT

FORSALE

PIMENTEL GRAND CONCERT. Made 1972,
excellent conl}ltion, $600. Ca11266-8142.
03/13
BICYCLES: NEW SHIPMENT of 1~0 Bertin
bicycles. Pre·season sale prices, $189 and up. R.C. .
Hallett's, a43-9378.
tfn
· WATERBED: MATTRESS, FRAME, pedestal,
03/14
liner, $125. 268-853~, 881-3874.
1972 SUPERBEETLE," SUNROOF,. AM/FM 8tra.ck, bike and ski racks. Excellent condition, great
MPG's. 243-0888.
03120
SINGER FUTURA TOP oft he line. Slightly used but
stiU under warranty, Has push buuon bobbin winder,
blindhems, does computerized buttonholinS. (\!so
has hundreds of fancy stitches. ~cg1JI!lrly $800, !)OW
$I 50 cash. 294-8755.
03120
1969 VOLKSWAGON SQUAREBACK automatic,
Needs work. Best offer. C.a11247-1902 after 5:00.
03/22
PEUGOT BICYCLES SALES; Service, accessories,
JJ Moped, 3222 Central SE, 268-39~9.
, 03/31
EXCELLENT
MONEY-MAKING
OPPORTUNlTY. Make good money part-time--campus ·
representative needed for run and easy to sell
product-no gimmicks··proveo campus winner. Send
your name, address, pllone, school, year of
graduation and seJf.addressed stamped· envelope to:
Fantasy Productions Inc., !J Stone Ave., Ashland,
Ma. 0\711,
03/24
\0 YEAR GUARANTEE, UNCLAIMED Jay-away.
Color television. brand new guarantee. No down
payment. Small monthly payments till balance is paid
off. 26~·5871.
·
03124
NO DOWN PAYMENT, one only, Tappan
microwave )ouchmatic, browning element, memory.
2684394.
03/24
RED KIRBY VACUUM cleaner, with attachments.
New warranty, Commercial moto'r. $5 monthly or
$69 cash. 266-5871.
03/24
DIAL~O-MATIC ZIGZAG SEWING machine. Has
built-in monogram, darns, fancy patterns without
attachments. $5 per month or $24 cash. 268-4393.
03124
UNCLAIMED LAYWAWAY, SANSUI receiver, 4way speakers, casseue recorder, turntable. New
factory warranties, Take over small monthly
03/24
payments. 268·4393.
'64 CHEVY BELAIR, 4wdoor, body, motor good
condition, good mileage, new tires, needs brakes,
$250 or best offer, Call277-4488.
03120
SUPER TUNE-UPS, SID, you buy parts. Bob 265·
4054, 265-3225.
03120
HANG GLIDER: SEAGULL SEAHAWK, good
condition. Excellent intermediate kite. 268~1522.
03120
SKIS-wK-2 !SO's, bindings, poles. Bootsw~Formula I,
sb.e 7111:. Items brand new. Call 247-0497 9 am to 5
pm; 243-0730 after 6 pm.
03/21
BICYCLES!! OUR AZUKI bicycles are here.
Regular retail, $159.95. Now $129.951 2S yr. frame
warranty. Cotterless crank. The Bike Shop, 811 Vale
SE. (Next to Quaners Lounge) 842·9100.
03/21

6.

EMPLOYMENT

crafH>hop near UNM for persons adept in non·

reprcseutatlonal design, and able to use woodw(,lrking
tools, Send resume witll yuur deslgu ur craft
bncksround to PO Box4974, Albuquerque87106.

03/21
fULL-TIME EMPLOYMENT FOR woman at
Dataco copy-shop, Start $2,65/hr. Apply in person,
Do not cal\. Dntaco, _Lomas & University Ave, 03/24
PART~TIME JOI? GRADUATE SHHlems only,

7.

TRAVEL

Funds· Threatened

JNT8RNATJONAL
CHART8R
FLIGHTS
availablcl Eurailpas~es, trav~l information at· lTC,
255-6830 9um-6pm,
03/24

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

Afternoons and evenings. Must be able to work

CHEAP WATERBEDS! WATER trips $89.95 buys
you I) dark walnut stained frame, 2) safety Unci, 3)
Apply In person, no phone call~ please, SavewWay
foam comfort pad, 4) any sjze mattress with 3-year
Liquor Store~ at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516Menaul NE.
· guarantee; $89.95. 3407 Central NE, 25$-2289. 04/04
0)/31
ADDRESS AND STUFF ~11velopes at horne, $800
SUMMER JOBS. CORONADO Club Snack Bar.
per month. po~slble, Ofrer··details, send name to:
-Must bc21. Apply Coronado Club KAFB, 265w6791.
Triple "S", 699-E9 Highway 138, Pinon Hills, CA
03/24
92372,
03/20
Friday anf} Saturday nights. MuM be 21yrs. old,

$2 Student Fee May Be Dropped
By D. M. FLYNN
LOBO News Editor

'

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE·
51 Slander
UNITED Featt,Jre Syndicate
52 Bread win1 Dwindles
ners
Friday's Puzzle Solved:
54 Stomach ·
r;;r;;T;;tOI
6 Customer
10 Sour
settler,
14 Amphitheater
maybe
space
58 "You don't
15 Patriar~h in
say!"
GenesiS
5.9 Great in ex16 Floor covertent
ing: Informal 61 Crown like
17 Vicious utheadpiece
terance
62 Beyond:
18 Be foolishly
Prenx
fond
63 Robt.- ---:
1 9 Russian
Noted
tsar '
Virgin ian
20 Novel
64 -----Dvorak
character
65 Box office
22 Endurance
signs
9The art of
profit
66 Bambi, for
24 Patrons
prose
36
Joy
26 Breakfast
one
1 o Food
38 Desire
dish
67 Advtg, signs 11
Affable
eagerly
27 Ecclesiastical
12 Lacking
39 Noted
ban
DOWN
sense
42 Schedules
30 Asian coin
13
Robert
43Giacial
31 Wrenched
1 Between
-----: "Mr.
deposit
32 Charging
Ore. and
Chips"
46 100 yrs.
with a crime
B.C.
21 Born
47 Wickerwork
37 --- collision
23 Church
2 English
cane
course
composer
vestment
48 Appears to
38 Lead to a
. 25 Footwear
3 Intimate
exist
result
4 On the way: 27 On top of
49 Kind of beer
40 Dolores --2 words
28 Taboo joke: 50 Muse of
Rio
5 B.C. or
Informal
mime
41 Arctic
Wash. In·
29 Russian
53 Reduced
animal:2
dian
lake
price event
words
6 Weaken by 33 Brain
55 Roman
43 Chess playdegrees
membrane:
writer
ers' word
7
Sault
Ste.
2
words
56 Metal
44 Hydrogen
Marie: Infer- 34 Castor's
57 Duryea and
45N.Amer.
mal
killer
Dailey
sport
8
Chow
35
Makes
a
60
View
48 Coat part

ASUNM
President
Tom
Williams said he will be asking the
senate to rescind legislation that
finances the New Mexico Public
lnter~st Research Group two
dollars for every full-time undergraduate student, Williams told
a group of senators Monday.
"We've always discussed the fact
that someday PIRG is going to have
to get funding from somewhere
else," he said. Williams also
suggested the senate finance PIRG
through the budget, like ASUNM
organizations, to the tune of
$15,000 to $20,000.
Under the present contract,
which expires June 30, PIRG
recieves approximately $47,000
from the $14 activity fee paid by
each full time undergraduate
student each semester.
Senator Eric Lucero said, "The
present arrangement we h.ave with
this organization is very unfair to

ACROSS

I.

'

•

apply any laws to it (P!RG) and
that's illegal."
He also cited the Article I,
Section I, of the ASUNM Consitution which states that agents or
agencies of ASUNM are any entities authorized to expend ASUNM
funds.
Williams, who will be submitting
...._
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3222 Central SE 268·3949

NEW YORK (UP!) - It's "mud-luscious," the
poet says; the season of "ethereal mildness" that
creeps in "blossom by blossom" to stir the "young
man's fancy." It's spring and it's here- finally.
Forget the snow piled in the driveway., the endless
chatter about wind-chill factors and the recordshattel'ing winter that was. Spring officially arriv"d
Tuesday at 4:34 mountain standa~d time.
But spring has always·been more than a mere matter
of cosmic interplay.
"Sweet lovers love the spring," said Shakespeare.
Poet Edward Fitzgerald said it was a time for flinging
off "the winter garment of repentance."
"A little madness iii the spring is wholesome even
for the King," wrote Emily Dickinson.
Others took a darker view.
Alexander Pope talked of "the direful spring," and
T.S. Eliot lamented the "disturbance" the season
brings, "mixing memory and desire, stirring dull roots
with spring rain."
Some, like Samuel Butler, couldn't see what all the
fuss was about. Spring, Butler wrote, was "an overpraised season ... more remarkable, as general rule,

Mexico
Session
Offered

We Now Carry Peugeot Bicycles
Complete Sales-Service-Accessories
Bicycles-Mopeds-Vespa Scooters

New Mexi.co ·Daily -._abo

A cultural summer school
program in Guadalajara, Mexico.
will be offered jointly this year by
UNM and La Universidad
Autonoma de Guadalajara, Dr.
Gerald Slavin, director of International Programs has announced.
The six-week session will be held
from June 5 to July 14.
"The purpose of the session is
for students to immerse themselves
in the Mexican culture," said Dr.
Clark Colahan.
Classes will be held in the
mornings so students will have the
afternoons free to discover their
new surroundings, he said.
Two Mexican history courses will
be offered as well as Spanish
conversation on the 200 and 300
levels. For students interested in
bilingual education, a course is
available.
A "Culture of Mexico" class will
explore Indian cultJres, archaeology, literature, art and
music.
Students will be allowed to take
six hours for graduate or un-.
dergraduate credit. All credits will
be transferrable to UNM.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance
Hours: 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
Monday thru Friday
Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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The Fiesta Committee is
scheduled to meet Wednosday
at noon in tho New Mexico
Union room 250-A. Those who
want to rent booths for April
26-28 should attend.

Tuesday, March 21, 1978

~~\~
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Enclosed $_ _ _ _ Placed by _ _ _ _ _ _ Telephone,_ _ _ _ __

other organizations. The fact still
remains, they (PIRG) are a
priviledged organization."
Another senator, Phil Hernandez, said PIRG considers itself
an organization independent of the
University and ASUNM. Hernandez said that under this
stipulation ''The senate cannot

did not meet, however, because
only I I of the required 14 senators
showed up.
Under the recommendations
made
by
Williams,
every
now.''
organization requesting funds from
Should the senate rescind its
ASUNM will be cut. Some of the
action on the contractual agreement
cuts include work study salaries for
with PIRG, Williams said the group
secretaries and money for
should appear before the senate and
recruitment drives requested by
submit a budget request like any
several groups. ,
other student organization.
Williams said he plans to hire a
Williams has designed his budget
student for 20 hours a week to
reccommendations, he said, to fit
handle the general paperwork of
PIRG in with an allocation of
several
ASUNM
budgeted
between $15,000 and $20,000.
organizations. Recruitment drives
Under Williams budget proposal,
previously done individually by
he has recommended a total of
some ASUNM groups, will be
$2.64,541 to 26 organizations (not
handled by the recruitment office
including PIRG), leaving apunder the plan.
proximately $17,950 to be apSumming up his reasons for the
propriated elsewhere by the senate.
reduction in monieo; allocated to the
The figures are based on projected 26 organizations, Williams said,
enrollment and a projected income
"This is no pciwer play on my
of $282,492.
part. .. I believe my job is to make
The president's plans for PIRG · recommendations for organizations
were to have been announced at a that are going to benefit ASUNM
senate meeting Monday. The senate to the fullest."

New Mexico

~.~
(]/.

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Me:rico Daily
Lobo
times(s) beginning
, under, the heading
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
4. Housing;
(circle one): 1. Personals;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous.

LOBO photo by W. T. Hunt
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ASUNM"'President Tom Williams
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PART-TIME JOB: Sales, fle"ible hours, good pay.
Possible full-time for summer. Call: Phil Frnnczyk,
C.L.U.,883-5360,
03/14
COUPLES SUMMER WORK, Gallup KOA
Kampground •.Housing plus salary. 863·S02l~ 03/14
SELF-MOTIVATED PEOPLE 10 sell display advenising for N.M. Daily LOBO. Must have car.
Come by Marron Hall, Room 133.
tfn
EXPERIENCED WAITRESS WANTED. Good
wages, medium tips, nights and weekends. See Frank
at Roy's Place, !5914 Central. 266-7807. Must be21.
03/\3
ADDRESS ENVELOPES AT home. $800 per month
possible. Any age or location. See ad under
03/20
Miscellaneous. Triple '-'S".
OPENINGS FOR FULL-TIME work in a production

his 1978"79 budget recommendations to the ASUNM Senate
Wednesday, also told the senators
·"! don't think the sutdents can
afford PlRG the way it is run

for biting east winds than genial breezes."
"In the spring I have counted one hundred and
thrity-sx different kinds of weather inside of 24
hours,'' Mark Twain said.
Over-praised or not, the word spring has a special
place in our vocabulary. Hope springs, love springs,
light springs. "As the seasvn of spring comes on,"
Homer said, "So of men one generation springs forth
and another ceases."
It was Percy Bysshe Shelley who sighed, "If winter
comes, can spring be far behind?" But clergyman and
essayist Henery Van Dyke knew better.
"The first day of spring is one thing, and the first
spring day is another," Van Dyke wrote. "The difference between them is sometimes as great as
month."
So if a fresh cascade of snow should happen to fall
on you while you're reading this, or the temperature
should dip below freezing, just remember these playful
words from Gilbert and Sullivan's operetta, The
Mikado.
"The flowers th~t bloom in the spring, tra Ia, have
nothing to do with the case.'' Tra Ia.

Blowing Dust,
·Hayfever Mark
First Spring Day

r-------------------..,

Faculty
Follies
Music.ally
Described as "something for
everyone," the Faculty Follies of
1978 or Potpourri opens in Rodey
Theatre Thursday.
"This year it is a musical review.
We have a funny piece by Neil
Simon, original skits written by
faculty members, clowns, sword
swallowers, flamenco dancers, and
a spoof on Nelson Edd~-J ancttc
MacDonald," said Robert Hartung, professor of Theatre arts.
Potpourri is directed by Alan
Baker of the T !leatre Arts
department. All proceeds go to the
Presidential Scholarship Fund.
Tickets
are
available at
Ticket master and the Popejoy Hall
Box Office.
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